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“A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing
its opponents and eventually making them see the
light, but rather because its opponents eventually die
and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it.”

Max Planck, autobiography, 1948

“A new scientific truth may not triumph because all 
the scientists able to appreciate it have died leaving
a new generation which is unfamiliar with it”

AD Stone, Reply to PRL Referee 2006



• Laser Theory developed in 1960’s and early 1970’s, before 
advent of modern computers

• Electromagnetic aspects of the theory have been little developed
since then - modern theory is either 1)Ill-defined, based on passive
cavity solutions. 2) Based on full time-dependent simulations.

• Fundamental questions left unanswered:

- Interactions in multimode lasing, “spatial hole burning”

- Correct treatment of openness of laser cavity

- Predictive theory for design of novel lasers

• We will address these old set of problems and provide a 
framework for their solutions, “Ab initio Laser Theory”.



Lasers:

• Optical resonator for trapping 
light (e.g. mirrors)

• Gain medium

• Pump (optical or electrical)

Gain medium

Lasing

pump

Resonator:

• Sets up standing wave, “coherent feedback”

• 1D mode geometry: nλ=L,∆k=2π/L, Δω=c∆k

• High Q=ωτ, f=Δωτ

Δω

κ=1/τω



Microtoroids, Vahala et al., 2005

Microdisk lasers, Slusher et 
al., 1992

Modern, 2D or 3D complex microlaser cavities

Dielectric interface forms
the mirror, Trapping 

light in a solid 
by TIR



And even stranger cavities still…

Predict emission pattern, mode spectrum, output power?

No mirrors of any kind!



Yet another strange kind of laser: ARCs

““High Power Directional High Power Directional 
Emission from lasers Emission from lasers 
with chaotic resonatorswith chaotic resonators””

C.Gmachl,F.Capasso,EEC.Gmachl,F.Capasso,EE
Narimanov,JUNarimanov,JU NNööckelckel, , 
AD Stone, et al.AD Stone, et al.

Science Science 280280 1556 (1998)1556 (1998)

HighHigh--Power QC MicroPower QC Micro--LasersLasers

““Ray and Wave Chaos in Ray and Wave Chaos in 
Asymmetric Resonant Optical Asymmetric Resonant Optical 
CavitiesCavities””, , 
J. U. J. U. NNööckelckel, A. D. Stone, , A. D. Stone, 
Nature, Nature, 385385, 45 1997., 45 1997.

See also, See also, NNööckelckel, Stone, , Stone, 
Chang, Optics Letters 1994Chang, Optics Letters 1994

Chaotic ray 
escape model

Predict emission properties
using ray phase space -
confirm from wave Eq.
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Solutions at discrete complex k
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Wave theory of the passive cavity, Maxwell Eq.: Wave theory of the passive cavity, Maxwell Eq.: 
lasing modes= resonances of the linear wave equation, no sourcelasing modes= resonances of the linear wave equation, no source

Resonances: solution of the linear wave equation with no incoming wave
from infinity

• Resonances/Quasi-bound states/Quasi-normal modes, not 
orthogonal, diverge as exp[+κr] as r → ∞ (κ = Im[k])

• Not a suitable basis for predictive theory or accurate design simulation,
linear theory inadequate in principle.
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Intuitive picture of the lasing transition:
Resonances pulled up to real axis

Re[kR]

gaingain

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Exptl lasing spectra

• Assumes one-one correspondence of linear resonances and lasing modes

• Neglects interactions between modes (spatial hole-burning)



C. Gmachl, F. Capasso, 
E.Narimanov, J. Nöckel, ADS et 
al., Science, 280, 1156 (1998)

Fabricated set of micro-cylinder 
lasers with ε = 0 ... 0.2
λ = 5.2 μm, neff = 3.3

Bell/Yale expt showed strength and weakness of linear theory

ε= 0
ε= 0.14

ε= 0.16

Highly directional emission at large deformation

Explanation from linear theory?



Lasing mode at high deformation?

Appearance of (stable) bow-tie mode by pdb, 
similar to standard 1D resonator modes

Δλ= Δkλ2= 2πλ2/LBT

00 11 22
• Linear theory allows
“postdiction” of lasing
modes

• Why are these 
selected? Why 
specifically mode 2?



Major puzzle: Power increase with deformation?

Power output not determined by linear theory

Emphasized possibility of shape design (directionality,
power output, mode spectrum)

Want: given ε(x) and properties of gain medium 
=> {Ωμ,Ψμ(x), power}



Semiclassical lasing theory

PolarizationPolarization
InversionInversion

Uniform distribution of twoUniform distribution of two--level atoms,level atoms,
transition frequency transition frequency ωa

MaxwellMaxwell--Bloch equationsBloch equations
Haken(1963), Haken(1963), SargentSargent, Scully & Lamb(1964), Scully & Lamb(1964)

ε(x)

Non-linear system

Our approach: 

• Assume steady-state
multimode solutions

• Transform to time-independent
self-consistent equation



Derivation of Fundamental Equation

Multimode
ansatz

• Modes and freqs are arbitrary unknown functions 

One major approximation: ∂D/∂t = 0, relates D to e,p 

⇒ ∂p/∂t Eq => relates p to e; treat p as fixed source

⇒ Invert Maxwell Eq. with Green fcn

⇒Self-consistent, time-independent Eq. for {Ψν(x)}



Ab Initio Theory:

Pump (non-uniform)
resonator

Non-linear interaction with other modes and self-saturation 

Response function of open systemLasing frequency near atomic line center

• Self-consistent equation, solve by iteration

• No solution below some value of D0 , series of 
thresholds

• Lasing frequencies determined by “gauge”
condition

• Express Ψμ(x) in appropriate basis, not
resonances but constant flux states



… multi-mode operation can be studied in the framework of the MB 
equations.  The first approach is to project E onto an orthonormal basis of 
modes.  However many problems are related to this procedure. The main 
difficulty is that one does not know how to construct a complete and 
orthonormal basis of eigenmodes for a lossy cavity…thus the basis must be 
associated with an ideal (lossless cavity)…”, P. Mandel, Theoretical 
Problems in Cavity Non-Linear Optics, 1997.

“Here to avoid a complicated boundary value problem, we assume the
presence of a lossy medium with conductivity σ, which we adjust to give 
the damping due to diffraction and reflector transmission.” SSL, p98

“Let us assume the conductivity of the mirrors is infinite. [Then] the 
functions uλ obey an orthogonality relation.  Because a laser resonator has 
open sides the relation is valid only approximately.  We will not discuss this 
question in more detail here…” H. Haken, Light, volume 2

Solution for an Open Cavity

Solved in Tureci, ADS et al, PRA 74, 1, 2006.



Solution for an Open Cavity (Tureci, ADS et al, PRA 74, 1, 2006).

• Key point: G must be purely outgoing at ∞ , non-hermitian BC

• Non-hermitian, biorthogonal basis fcns

x=0 x=a

• Will express lasing solutions in this 
basis (replaces the resonances)QB State

cavity

CF State m=7



+ ++

Multi-component case: CF states have different amplification

x=0 x=a

resonances

CF freqs

Re{k}

Im{k}



Solution for an Open Cavity (Tureci, ADS et al, PRA 74, 1, 2006).

• Key point: G must be purely outgoing at ∞ , non-hermitian BC

• Non-hermitian, biorthogonal basis fcns

x=0 x=a

• Will express lasing solutions in this 
basis (replaces the resonances)QB State

cavity

CF State m=7



+ ++

Multi-component case: CF states have different amplification

x=0 x=a

resonances

CF freqs

Re{k}

Im{k}



Internal 
Intensity

Pump Strength

3-mode 
lasing

Convergence of multimode lasing equations

1st threshold



Intensity

Pump Strength

Field Intensity vs. Pump Strength: Multimode Case

2nd
thr.

3rd
thr.

2nd
NI thr.

Huge difference in thresholds and modal intensities due to mode
competition



Comparison: Numerical Soln of MB eqs

Two-mode
case



Comparison: Numerical Soln of MB eqs

Two-mode
case




Quantitative comparison of MB simulations and TSG equation

TS
G + = MB

3 mode 
regime



Comparison: Numerical Soln of MB eqs

Two-mode
case



Mb Ts
Frequency 40.71 40.75Mode 1
Threshold 1.23 1.23
Frequency 38.87 38.90Mode 2
Threshold 1.64 1.63
Frequency 42.56 42.58Mode 3
Threshold 6.0 8.14

Quantitative comparison of MB simulations and TSG equation

TS
G + = MB

3 mode 
regime



circular cylinder laser:circular cylinder laser:

Optimizing disk laser design using ab initio theory

• label by angular momentum, M
=> large M, high Q, lower threshold, less 
power coupled out.

• Optimum: choose M at the “critical
caustic”, high enough Q to lase, but 
reasonable power output

strong emission, low Q

CF WG stateCF WG state

WG state 

caustic

TIR, evanescent
emission, high Q



Uniform pumping of cylinder laser (n=2.5, absorption length = 10R)

Output power
Internal intensity

M > Mcrit

M = Mcrit

• Critical mode gives most of the output power,
but much pump energy goes into non-emitting
modes



Critical (ring) pumping of cylinder laser

Internal Power

• Threshold for emitting mode reduced 
by factor of four

•Twelve times greater output power
for same input power!

Output power

rin
g p

um
pin

g

uniform



Spatially selective Pumping?

• Deformation leads to high-Q mode (bowtie), with high
intensity in central, pumped region

• Recent calculations based on self-consistent equation confirm 
this conjecture  (Li Ge, ADS, unpublished)

Similar effect present in Bell Labs expt
(unintentionally)



First modes to lase for quadrupole shape at ε=0.16 are …?

Central pumping: 2nd order bow-tie modes!
Uniform pump: deformed WG modes



bo
w

tie
 la

sin
g

Wg lasing



“Strong interactions in multimode random lasers”, H. Tureci, L. Ge, 
S. Rotter, ADS; Science (to be published). 



2D random laser
• Aggregate of nanoparticles in circular disk 
of uniform gain

• No isolated resonances, finesse ≈.05

• Beyond conventional laser theory

kμ

1/f

Im{km}

Re{km}



• Modes are coherent superposition of many CF states, no relation
to broad linear resonances



• Non-linear and
non-monotonic 
variation with pump

• Effect of strong 
mode competition

Lasing intensity vs pump for DRL



Interacting frequencies



Sensitivity to fluctuations

Same pump power, 30% random noise on uniform pump

Intensities vary, 
freqs are stable.

Similar to expt

Van der Molen et al.,
PRL 2007



Conclusions
• Ab initio predictive laser theory possible from SC 
approach, stationary inversion approx, only input is
dielectric function of cavity and basic gain parameters

• Can treat non-linearity to all orders, mode 
competition and spatial hole burning, and cavity of 
arbitrary complexity. 

• Lasing modes described by CF basis,not resonances

• Can describe RL with no sharp resonances, 
composite modes.

• Potentially useful for laser design, optimization



Question 1



Question 2



Question 3
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